WHAT WE DO...

- Music Production
- Video Production
- Photography and Digital Art
- Esports
MUSIC PRODUCTION

LEARN FROM WICKED SQUID STUDIOS

• CERTIFICATION
• PRIVATE LESSONS
MUSIC LESSONS AND FUN

- Mary Mary.wav
- drill beat by aryon graham.wav
VIDEO PRODUCTION

- Music Videos
- Promotional Videos
- Highlights
- documentaries
IMAGINEYOU THEATERS

- Digie Intro 2.mp4
- Secret Room Virtual Tour.mp4
- LIGHTNING vs THUNDER.mp4
- Frederick Douglas Rochester Literary Hero.mp4
PHOTOGRAPHY AND DIGITAL ART

- DSLR Cameras
- Wacom Tablet
- Adobe Illustrator/Photoshop
PHOTO BOOTHS AND PHOTOSHOP
THE ARTISTS OF IMAGINEYOU

- Ceiling Art
- Logos
- Laser engravings
ESPORTS

- Competitive Gaming
- Professional Development
- STEM Curriculum
- Streaming
THANK YOU!

JEFFERY.BOSTIC@LIBRARYWEB.ORG